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Artcraft Advance
Includes music.

Seven Keys to Baldpate
How do you build successful professional connections with colleagues from Mexico? While most books
focus simply on how to avoid common communication mistakes, this book leads its readers to an
understanding of how to succeed and thrive within the three cultures, Mexico, the US, and Canada.
Kelm, Hernandez-Pozas and Victor present a set of practical guidelines for communicating
professionally with Mexicans, both in Mexico and abroad, providing many photographs as examples.
The Seven Keys to Communicating in Mexico follows the model of presenting key cultural concepts
used in the earlier books by Kelm and Victor on Brazil and (with Haru Yamada) on Japan. Olivia
Hernandez-Pozas, Orlando Kelm, and David Victor, well-respected research professors and seasoned
cross-cultural trainers for businesspeople, guide readers through Mexican culture using Victor's
LESCANT Model (an acronym representing seven key cross-cultural communication areas: Language,
Environment, Social Organization, Contexting, Authority, Nonverbal Behavior, and Time). Each
chapter addresses one of these topics and demonstrates how to evaluate the differences among Mexican,
US, and Canadian cultures. In the final chapter the authors bring all of these cultural interactions
together with a sample case study about business interactions between Mexicans and North Americans.
The case study includes additional observations from North American and Mexican business
professionals who offer related suggestions and recommendations.

7 Keys to a Winning CV
Seven Keys to Rejuvenate is a powerful, holistic and comprehensive anti-aging guide for women that
offers natural, lasting solutions for looking great and feeling great after 40. With the aim of going deeper
than tackling your facial wrinkles, Seven Keys to Rejuvenate takes you on a journey of rejuvenation from
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the inside out. You are going to reclaim the youthful essence with which you can become positively
ageless. You will not only look younger, you will feel younger! With Seven Keys to Rejuvenate, you will:
Learn to adopt a positive attitude towards your age Renew your passion for life and reconnect with your
authentic self Love yourself all over again and improve your body image Manage your stress, time and
energy efficiently Use the power of laughter and human connection to thrive Nourish your body and
brain for optimal performance and health Discover easy exercises and self-massages to stay vibrant and
youthful Create your own beauty toolbox with natural products to take care of your body Forget about
surgery, ditch the expensive creams, and learn natural solutions to reverse aging! Are you ready to join
me? Chantal has brought together so many aspects of health, well-being, and awareness about energy,
about mind, rejuvenation and beauty - all under one umbrella - the umbrella of her program. I
recommend her program to women who want to learn about health of the body and mind so that they
can create a lifestyle of happiness and well-being. Soorya Resels - Relationship expert at
www.jackandsoorya.com

The Seven Keys to Managing Strategic Accounts
Managing Across Cultures: The 7 Keys to Doing Business with a Global Mindset
Strategies for transforming a toxic church culture Why is it that the best strategic plans and good
leadership often are not able to move churches in the desired direction? Sam Chand contends that toxic
culture is to blame. Quite often, leaders don't sense the toxicity, but it poisons their relationships and
derails their vision. This work describes five easily identifiable categories of church culture (inspiringaccepting-stagnant-discouraging-toxic), with diagnostic descriptions in the book and a separate online
assessment tool. The reader will be able to identify strengths and needs of their church's culture, and
then apply practical strategies (communication, control and authority, selection and placement of
personnel, etc.) to make their church's culture more positive. Discusses how to diagnose the state of a
church's culture Reveals what it takes to put in place effective strategies for creating a more positive
church culture Author served on the board of EQUIP (Dr. John Maxwell's Ministry), equipping five
million leaders world-wide. This important book offers a clear guide for understanding and recreating a
healthy church culture.

You Were Born for This
Starting Monday is based on the simple premise that when our behaviors don't align with our expressed
intentions, we've got a conflict going on, often outside of our awareness. The book helps readers dig
deeply into their psyches to figure out what mistaken beliefs and needless fears are holding them back
from achieving their health and fitness goals. The polarized feelings for disregulated eaters to identify
and resolve fall within these 7 key areas: 1) create lasting change, 2) making conscious choices, 3) feel
deserving, 4) how to comfort themselves, 5) know what's enough, 6) manage intimacy, and 7) developing
a healthy identity. Starting Monday first helps readers unearth their mixed feelings in these seven areas,
then teaches them how to change their beliefs and behaviors to resolve them. Using humor, plain talk,
examples from her clinical experience, reflection exercises, case studies, and homework, Koenig lets
troubled eaters know that their yo-yo patterns of eating and self care are due to conflicts. She shies away
from easy answers and, instead, provides hope and concrete actions to developing a permanent, positive
relationship with food.

Super Service: Seven Keys to Delivering Great Customer ServiceEven When You Don't
Feel Like It!Even When They Don't Deserve It!, Completely Revised
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The Jewish Phenomenon
The Power to Write
Seven Keys to Spiritual Renewal Workbook takes readers through the seven keys to spiritual renewal
and shows them how to apply the keys to their lives. The format of the workbook helps the reader do
four things: 1. Understand each key according to its biblical foundation; 2. learn to use each key; 3.
identify where each key needs to be used in their life; and 4. remember each key.

Energy Leadership
The acclaimed approach to helping children with autism, profiled in the award-winning documentary
Autism: The Musical This groundbreaking book outlines seven integrated keys for educators and parents
to make meaningful connections with children on the autism spectrum. The book is based on the unique
approach used by Elaine Hall and Diane Isaacs of The Miracle Project, a musical theater program for
children with autism and their peers and siblings. The Miracle Project integrates traditional and creative
therapies in an interactive, social dynamic. The book shows how to apply these effective strategies at
school and at home to nurture kids' self-expression and social skills. Elaine Hall and The Miracle Project
were profiled in the two-time Emmy Award-winning HBO documentary, Autism: The Musical Seven
Keys reveals the seven-step program that has proven so successful for children in the Miracle Project
After reading Seven Keys teachers and parents will better understand this puzzling disorder and be able
to help children with autism draw connections and form more meaningful relationships Seven Keys to
Unlock Autism offers readers strategies for creating a personal skill set to make their encounters with
autistic children as successful and rewarding as possible.

The Seven Keys of Balabad
A writing workshop in a book! Writing teacher and artist/calligrapher Adams knows the tremendous
power of the written word. And she has made it her mission to put into action her belief that everyone
can experience and enjoy this power and the fruits of her or his own creativity. Many can write, but few
do. Why? Fear stops us, Adams writes. Fear, not knowing how to get started, and the lack of inspiration.
Having discovered these truths while teaching her numerous writing workshops, Adams has put them
into The Power to Write and created a writing workshop in a book. Readers can use it alone or form
their own groups.

Seven Keys to Spiritual Renewal Workbook
Christian Library of Lancaster Collection.

7 Keys to Navigating a Crisis: A Practical Guide to Emotionally Dealing with Pandemics
& Other Disasters
Having researched human performance for more than twenty years, a business expert shows how one
important personality trait--charisma--can be learned and cultivated to reach seemingly impossible
career goals.
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The Seven Keys to Communicating in Japan
Market-proven strategies to generate competitive advantage by identifying and always taking care of
your best customers The Seven Keys to Managing Strategic Accounts provides decision makers with a
proactive program for profitably managing their largest, most critical customers--their strategic accounts.
Drawing on the expertise of S4 Consulting, Inc., a leading-edge provider of strategic account consulting,
and Miller Heiman, a global sales training leader serving many Fortune 500companies, this how-to book
shows how many of today's market leaders have learned to focus on their most profitable customers,
avoiding or overcoming common errors before they become relationship-crippling disasters. Placing its
total focus on the design and implementation of cost-effective strategic account management programs,
this hands on book provides: A world-class competency model for strategic account managers
Techniques for developing a program to manage and grow "co-destiny" relationships Examples and
cases from Honeywell, 3M,and other leading corporations

The $100 Startup
The Independent
Don’t just give them customer service. Give them Super Service! For more than a decade, customer
service professionals have turned to Super Service for the very best advice on dealing with demanding,
dissatisfied, and downright difficult customers. Now, it has been completely revised and expanded to
address today’s unique customer-service issues. Super Service, 2nd Edition teaches you how to deliver
great service in a way that enriches your life and keeps you from burning out. It provides the same
advice that made the first edition a perennial favorite and includes all-new information on: Listening to
customer needs Understanding today’s savvy customer Adopting a positive attitude Adding value to
the customer experience Providing service quickly and efficiently Customers are becoming increasingly
savvy and demanding—which makes your job harder than ever. In order to ensure smooth interactions,
you need to keep a step ahead—you need to deliver super service.

Seven Keys to Spiritual Renewal
An extraordinary, powerful connection exists between feeling and feeding that, if damaged, may lead to
one relying on food for emotional support, rather than seeking authentic happiness. This unique
workbook takes on the seven emotions that plague problem eaters — guilt, shame, helplessness, anxiety,
disappointment, confusion, and loneliness — and shows readers how to embrace and learn from their
feelings. Written with honesty and humor, the book explains how to identify and label a specific
emotion, the function of that emotion, and why the emotion drives food and eating problems. Each
chapter has two sets of exercises: experiential exercises that relate to emotions and eating, and
questionnaires that provoke thinking about and understanding feelings and their purpose. Supplemental
pages help readers identify emotions and chart emotional development. The final part of the workbook
focuses on strategies for disconnecting feeling from food, discovering emotional triggers, and using
one’s feelings to get what one wants out of life.

Seven Keys to Baldpate
In Energy Leadership, renowned coach Bruce D. Schneider teaches how to understand the most
important personal resource of all -- energy, and shows how to harness it to achieve success in the
workplace, the home, and in the world at large. This engaging and fast-paced story clearly explains how
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managers and leaders from all walks of life can use the principles of Energy Leadership to inspire
themselves and others to achieve extraordinary results in whatever they do. The author provides insight
into a cutting edge coaching process he has developed, which has positively impacted the lives of tens of
thousands of people in both the corporate and private sectors. You will learn how to: Recognize the
seven distinct levels that are the key to understanding why everyone thinks and acts the way they do, in
life and specifically within the workplace. Distinguish truly effective leaders from those who deplete the
energy of the people around them, and specific techniques to shift energy levels to inspire peak
performance. Become powerful leaders who motivate themselves and others to reach their true potential.
Identify the Big Four Energy Blocks and discover proven techniques and strategies for overcoming these
and other obstacles to success. Develop the ability to shift internal energy to meet any leadership
challenge, and use this newfound power to inspire respect, confidence, and loyalty in others. If you
always try to inspire others but sometimes feel like something?s missing, something is. Energy Leadership
puts you in touch with the missing link between your ambitions and your ability to achieve them.

Seven Keys to Unlock Autism
With this book series the Indonesian government, its people, and BRR wish to expres their deep
gratitude for the many kind helping hands extended from all over the world following the December 26,
2004 earthquake and the tsunami in Aceh and the March 28, 2005 earthquake in the islands of Nias.
within the pages of this book BRR would like to share those experiences and the lessons learned to
building Aceh and Nias back better and safer.

The Rules of "Normal" Eating
The Food and Feelings Workbook
Reveals the seminal role of spiritual insight and understanding in our daily lives while examining the
qualities that help us express and respond to love, as well as the obstacles and misunderstandings that
undermine relationships.

What Every Therapist Needs to Know about Treating Eating and Weight Issues
Welcome to Balabad, birthplace of the international secret society known as the Brotherhood of
Arachosia. And rumored hiding place of the grandest riches the world has ever known. Balabad is also
the country Oliver Finch calls home ever since his father was reassigned to this dull, war-torn dust bowl.
Each day runs into the next for Oliver until a 500-year-old sacred carpet is stolen. Then one of the few
friends he has disappears. Oliver is determined to figure out what exactly is going on. But in order to do
that he’ll have consult with a one-eyed warrior, track down the far-flung members of the Brotherhood,
and unlock a centuries-old secret! Suddenly, life in Balabad for Oliver has become a whole lot more
interesting . . . and dangerous. From the Hardcover edition.

Seven Keys to Unlock Autism
With truly startling statistics and a wealth of anecdotes, Silbiger reveals the cultural principles that form
the bedrock of Jewish success in America.

Outsmarting Overeating
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7 Keys to Navigating a Crisis: A Practical Guide to Emotionally Dealing with Pandemics & Other
Disasters is a must-read for anyone seeking to thrive during these turbulent times. In our interconnected
world, we are all vulnerable and impacted (directly or indirectly) by global events. In this easy-to-read
book, Dr Elia Gourgouris and Konstantinos Apostolopoulos provide 7 Keys to Navigating a Crisis.
These powerful yet practical insights, help minimize the negative impact of pandemics, natural disasters,
financial meltdowns, or any other major disruptions on our lives. Drawing from a wealth of personal and
professional experiences, the authors share simple truths that have helped many of their clients thrive in
the face of adversity. This practical guide is full of "Points to Ponder", "Questions to Consider", and
"Action Items" that can help readers apply the information directly to their lives. Whether the crisis is
global or personal, this book can help the reader navigate and rise above these challenges.

First Theory Book
Now an insider takes you inside the incredible Disney service culture and presents simple, powerful
concepts in a fun, memorable way.

The Seven Keys to Superefficiency
His New York Times phenomenon The Prayer of Jabez changed how millions pray. Now Bruce
Wilkinson wants to change what they do next. Anyone can do a good deed, but some good works can
only happen by an act of God. Around the world these acts are called miracles–not that even religious
people expect to see one any time soon. But what would happen if millions of ordinary people walked
out each morning expecting God to deliver a miracle through them to a person in need? You Were Born
for This starts with the dramatic premise that everyone at all times is in need of a miracle, and that God
is ready to meet those needs supernaturally through ordinary people who are willing to learn the
"protocol of heaven." In the straightforward, story-driven, highly motivating style for which he is known,
Wilkinson describes how anyone can be a 'Delivery Guy' from heaven in such universally significant
arenas of life as finances, practical help, relationships, purpose and spiritual growth. You Were Born for
This will change how you see your world and show you what you can expect God to do through you to
meet real needs. You will master seven simple tools of service, and come to say with confidence, "I want
to deliver a supernatural gift from God to someone in need today–and I expect to!" From the
Hardcover edition.

The Seven Keys to Communicating in Mexico
Whether you are on your first, second or tenth CV, this book provides a simple step-by-step guide to
creating a CV that gets interviews. It helps you learn: how to grab the employer's attention in just 30
seconds; how to present your skills and experience for maximum impact; common CV crimes and
mistakes and how you can avoid them; and, more.

Outsmarting Overeating
Therapists often encounter clients with mild to moderate eating and weight issues, less severe than
anorexia, bulimia, or binge-eating disorder. They emerge as minor themes that lurk behind major
presenting problems such as anxiety, depression, low self-esteem, trauma, and marital discord; and
therapists who aren't looking for them may miss opportunities. Koenig’s book is written for
practitioners who lack expertise in this area, and provides clinical strategies and therapeutic techniques
to explore clients’ feelings about food and their bodies to get at the root of these issues. It includes
descriptions of how food and weight problems surface in conjunction with psychological and medical
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conditions, as well as how they create difficulties in various life stages and situations. Packed with insights
and practical tips, this unique book teaches clinicians how to help clients make peace with food and the
scale and balance nutrition and exercise in a healthy lifestyle.

Cracking Your Church's Culture Code
Shares advice for transitioning away from unfulfilling jobs to embark on adventurous, meaningful
careers, outlining recommendations for starting a personal business with a minimum of time and
investment while turning ideas into higher income levels. 60,000 first printing.

Starting Monday
Out-of-this-world magical adventure series for teens from the award-winning, New York Times
bestselling author of Sabriel and the Old Kingdom series. Seven days. Seven keys. One very unlikely
hero. IT'S THURSDAY. Following their adventure on the Border Sea, Arthur and Leaf are set on
heading home. But only Leaf can make it through the Front Door. Arthur is blocked because someone or something - has assumed his identity and is taking over his life. Before Arthur can take action, he is
drafted by the strange Sir Thursday and forced to join the Glorious Army of the Architect. While Leaf
tries to banish Arthur's double on earth, Arthur must survive his basic training, avoid getting posted to
the front, and work out how he can free Part Four of the Will. Is this a war that Arthur can win or is his
only hope to escape it?

Etude
Starting Monday is based on the simple premise that when our behaviors don’t align with our
expressed intentions, we’ve got a conflict going on, often outside of our awareness. The book helps
readers dig deeply into their psyches to figure out what mistaken beliefs and needless fears are holding
them back from achieving their health and fitness goals. The polarized feelings for disregulated eaters to
identify and resolve fall within these 7 key areas: 1) create lasting change, 2) making conscious choices, 3)
feel deserving, 4) how to comfort themselves, 5) know what's enough, 6) manage intimacy, and 7)
developing a healthy identity. Starting Monday first helps readers unearth their mixed feelings in these
seven areas, then teaches them how to change their beliefs and behaviors to resolve them. Using humor,
plain talk, examples from her clinical experience, reflection exercises, case studies, and homework,
Koenig lets troubled eaters know that their yo-yo patterns of eating and self care are due to conflicts. She
shies away from easy answers and, instead, provides hope and concrete actions to developing a
permanent, positive relationship with food.

Seven Keys to Rejuvenate
From a therapist and expert in emotional eating, the first book to explore the link between weight gain
and women who do too much, complete with proven techniques for dropping pounds. Many women put
too much on their plates, both literally and figuratively. In Nice Girls Finish Fat, psychotherapist Karen
R. Koenig explains the link between the two and gives overweight women detailed advice on how to lose
their extra baggage—both emotional and physical—by becoming more assertive in every aspect of life.
For the millions of overweight women in America, diet and exercise just aren’t cutting it. That’s
because many of these women have emotional issues buried deep beneath those stubborn pounds, issues
that must be dealt with first if weight loss plans are to succeed. In this illuminating book, based on
decades of professional experience, Karen Koenig offers on-the-page psychotherapy to help readers
attack the roots of their food problems. With her engaging personal style, she teaches women about the
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biological connections between repressed emotions and eating, revealing the ways many women use food
to stuff their anger, control their aggression, and assuage their feelings of guilt—all in the pursuit of being
“nice.” Giving “good girls” permission to love themselves first, Koenig offers thought-provoking
quizzes and questions to help readers identify and overcome the habits that have been holding them
back. Empowering readers to gain the confidence they need to lose weight, Nice Girls Finish Fat not
only shows women how to stop obsessing about food and develop healthy eating habits, it teaches
readers skills to improve every aspect of their lives.

Helping Patients Outsmart Overeating
Does this sound like you? Food will make me fat. My body should be perfect. I a m ashamed of how I
eat. I am not in control of my body. I am only loveable when I'm thin. Written in easy-to-understand,
everyday language, Koenig lays out the four basic rules that ''normal'' eaters follow instinctively - eating
when they're hungry, choosing foods that satisfy them, eating with awareness and enjoyment, and
stopping when they're full or satisfied. Along with specific skills and techniques that help promote
change, the book presents a proven cognitive-behavioral model of transformation that targets beliefs,
feelings, and behaviors about food and eating and points the way toward genuine physical and emotional
fulfillment. Learn the four rules that ''normal ''eaters follow instinctively Change negative thinking and
unhealthy habits Manage difficult emotions, rather than starving or stuffing them Feel healthy and
''normal ''around food Create a life that is truly satisfying.

Nice Girls Finish Fat
Inside the Magic Kingdom
Use Life Skills, Not Willpower, to Stop Overeating The reason you turn to food when you’re stressed
or distressed is that you don’t have better ways of managing life’s ups and downs. According to
Karen R. Koenig, an expert on the psychology of eating, you can transform your eating habits — and
your life — by developing effective life skills. When you have enhanced skills, you won’t need to turn to
mindless eating to make it through the day and will get the best out of life rather than letting life get the
best of you. With Koenig’s guidance, you’ll learn how to establish and maintain functional
relationships, take care of yourself physically and emotionally, think rationally, and create a passionate,
joyful, and meaningful life. When these behaviors take root and become automatic, food becomes what
it is meant to be: nourishment and one of life’s many pleasures.

Love As a Way of Life
Use Life Skills, Not Willpower, to Stop Overeating The reason you turn to food when you’re stressed
or distressed is that you don’t have better ways of managing life’s ups and downs. According to
Karen R. Koenig, an expert on the psychology of eating, you can transform your eating habits — and
your life — by developing effective life skills. When you have enhanced skills, you won’t need to turn to
mindless eating to make it through the day and will get the best out of life rather than letting life get the
best of you. With Koenig’s guidance, you’ll learn how to establish and maintain functional
relationships, take care of yourself physically and emotionally, think rationally, and create a passionate,
joyful, and meaningful life. When these behaviors take root and become automatic, food becomes what
it is meant to be: nourishment and one of life’s many pleasures.

BRR Book Series: Finance, the seven keys to effective aid management
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hether you run a giant corporation or work in a small business, it’s more than likely that you regularly
deal with people of different cultures—from customers and suppliers to salespeople and colleagues. It
simply can’t be overstated: You will have trouble succeeding in business today if you don’t appreciate
and know how to actively manage global cultural diversity. Managing Across Cultures examines why
people around the world behave as they do and provides actionable tactics for succeeding in today’s
global business environment. Experts in the field of cross-cultural training, Michael Schell and Charlene
Solomon describe seven readily recognizable behaviors and explain what they mean, how to interpret
them, and most importantly, how to respond to them. Managing Across Cultures is filled with case
studies illustrating the importance of understanding and dealing with cultural differences in all aspects of
business. You’ll learn how: Intel’s powerful global corporate culture is a critical element of its historic
success Colgate-Palmolive integrates cultural understanding into its global marketing programs GE
adapts its effective management style to local business cultures You’ll also find out how
underestimating cultural influence caused serious problems for organizations like DaimlerChrysler and
Wal-Mart. Managing Across Cultures takes you far beyond other books that simply catalog the customs,
gestures, and language vagaries of other cultures. This in-depth, strategic guide will help in every facet of
business—from hiring and motivating employees to developing winning sales pitches and marketing
campaigns.

Sir Thursday: Keys to the Kingdom 4
Helping Patients Outsmart Overeating, written by an eating disorder therapist and a physician, offers a
new paradigm for doctors and health care providers who treat patients with eating and weight concerns.
It describes how both parties are frustrated by weight-loss plans and programs that fail in the long term,
and presents a science-based explanation for why diets fail and how they, in fact, may adversely impact
patients’ mental and physical health. The authors illustrate how providers can truly help patients by
using empathy, compassion, and motivational interviewing. They explain how helping patients
strengthen skills related to self-awareness, emotional management, stress reduction, appetite attunement,
perseverance and effective self-care can improve self-efficacy and support sustained motivation in
improving health and wellness promoting behaviors. The issue of weight stigma is addressed, along with
how professionals’ view of their own eating and weight affects the patient-provider relationship. This
book introduces clinicians to tools from eating and success psychology, Intuitive Eating, Lifestyle
Medicine, and Health and Wellness Coaching, within a weight-inclusive paradigm. It also details a
collaborative model for working with ancillary disciplines to give patients and providers the
comprehensive support needed for lasting success.

Charisma
This book provides a practical set of guidelines for people wishing to communicate professionally in
Japan, following the model of the similar book by Kelm and Victor on Brazil. Good communication
requires more than knowing the language. Haru Yamada, Orlando Kelm, and David Victor, seasoned
cross-cultural trainers for businesspeople, provide a guide through Victor's LESCANT model
(Language, Environment, Social Organization, Context, Authority, Nonverbal, and Time). Each chapter
addresses one of these topics and demonstrates how to evaluate the differences between Japan and North
America, presenting examples to help people avoid common communication mistakes. The book is
generously peppered with photographs to provide visual examples. The authors complete the book with
a case study chapter on a business interaction between Japanese and North Americans (NA). They then
gathered comments from various NA professionals working in Japan and Japanese working with US
professionals about the interactions in the case, providing helpful observations about the situation. The
book straddles some language and communication topics, international relations, and reaches into the
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business community, a strong academic program at GU, presenting us with a new opportunity to reach a
wider audience.

Starting Monday Seven Keys To A Permanent, Positive Relationship With Food
The acclaimed approach to helping children with autism, profiled in the award-winning documentary
Autism: The Musical This groundbreaking book outlines seven integrated keys for educators and parents
to make meaningful connections with children on the autism spectrum. The book is based on the unique
approach used by Elaine Hall and Diane Isaacs of The Miracle Project, a musical theater program for
children with autism and their peers and siblings. The Miracle Project integrates traditional and creative
therapies in an interactive, social dynamic. The book shows how to apply these effective strategies at
school and at home to nurture kids' self-expression and social skills. Elaine Hall and The Miracle Project
were profiled in the two-time Emmy Award-winning HBO documentary, Autism: The Musical Seven
Keys reveals the seven-step program that has proven so successful for children in the Miracle Project
After reading Seven Keys teachers and parents will better understand this puzzling disorder and be able
to help children with autism draw connections and form more meaningful relationships Seven Keys to
Unlock Autism offers readers strategies for creating a personal skill set to make their encounters with
autistic children as successful and rewarding as possible.
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